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<(=X(%,)B* 7&;('(&%* $,* ;&)/* <.,<'.* &#* 8%,"=1$* (%,)H* $1(#* -,"'2* :.* "#.2* $,* ;&)"0&-$"%.*
>AUHUUU*1(=1X.K<',#(9.*:,;:#*,%*,).*;(''(,)*()-.)2(&%/*:,;:#B*F1.*L1&(ƌŵĂŶŽĨ,W͛Ɛ
E,&%2* ,0* 5(%.-$,%#H* Y&%,'2* 5&%'()=H* 8&#* &* <%,;().)$* ;.;:.%* ,0* $1.* N&<&)X!"#$%&'(&*
7%(.)2#1(<*+,-(.$/B**Y.*8&#*#"--..2.2*&#*EYD*-1&(%;&)*()*>?@A*:/*$1.*).<1.8*,0*$1.*
1,),%&%/*N&<&).#.*-,)#"'*()*3.':,"%).B**
*
W1.)*$1.*#1(<*&%%(9.2*()*D,%$*G.;:'&*$1.*81&%0(.#*=&$1.%.2B*F.2*\,&-1*%.-&''#H*
*
C* -&''.2* $1.* :,/#* $,=.$1.%* ()* $1.* '&).* d,<<,#($.* $1.* W,'',)=,)=* F,8)* Y&''*
81.%.*$1.*<(-4X"<*8&#e*&)2*$1&$*;,%)()=*C*[";<.2*&*#$";<*&)2*#&(2*$,*$1.*
:,/#*$1.%.*8&#*&*#1(<*-,;()=*()H*&)2*$1.%.*8&#*<(=X(%,)*0,%*N&<&)H*&)2*,"%*
ƉŽůŝĐǇŝƐ ĐůĞĂƌ͕ ͚tŚĂƚ ĚŽ ǇŽƵ*ƚŚŝŶŬ ǁĞ ƐŚŽƵůĚĚŽ ĂďŽƵƚ ŝƚ͍͛ )2* ,0* -,"%#.* C*
;,9.2*&*%.#,'"$(,)*$1&ƚǁĞĚŽŶ͛ƚůŽĂĚŝƚH*:"$*$1.)*-&"$(,).2*$1&$*8.*&--.<$*
$1.*8,%4B*W.*=,*:&-4*$,*8,%4*&)2*-,;;.)-.*8,%4*),%;&''/H*$,*&'',8*;.*$,*
&"$1.)$(-&$.*$1(#*()0,%;&$(,)*:/*;,9()=*&;,)=#$*$1.*-%.8B*WĞĚŝĚŶ͛ƚǁĂŶƚ
$,* ;&4.* &)/* ;(#$&4.#B* !)2* $1.* :,/#* #$&%$.2* ',&2()=* $1(#* <(=X(%,)* &)2* $1./*
8.%.*=.$$()=*$,./*&:,"$*($B*E/*$1.*$(;.*C*1&2*0()(#1.2H*&:,"$*&*b"&%$.%*<&#$*
.'.9.)H*C*1&2*:..)*2,8)*8($1*$1.*I&#-&%#H*$1.*)&$(9.*-%.8#H*C*8&#*-,)9()-.2*
$1&$*$1./*8.%.*=,()=*$,*G,:.B*+,*C*["#$*8&'4ĞĚƵƉŽŶĚĞĐŬĂŶĚ/ƐĂŝĚ͚ZŝŐŚƚ,H*
:,/#H* ($͛Ɛ ŐŽŝŶŐ ƚŽ <ŽďĞ͛͘ dŽ Ă ŵĂŶ͕ ĞǀĞƌǇ,).* #$,<<.2H* &)2* $1./* ;&%-1.2*
#$%&(=1$*,00*$1.*:',,2/*#1(<B*Y./H*8.*1&2*),*(2.&*8.*8.%.*;&4()=*1(#$,%/B*
*
dŚĞĞŵƉůŽǇĞƌ͛ƐƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞǁĂƐƚŽŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂůůǇŚĂƌĂƐƐƚŚĞŵĞŶĂƐƚŚĞǇǁĂůŬĞĚŽĨĨƚŚĞƐŚŝƉ͘
W.''X2%(''.2*#"<.%9(#,%#*8.%.*%.&2/B*C)*&)*()$(;(2&$()=*;&)).%H*$1./*&#4.2*.&-1*<.%#,)*
(0*$1./*8.%.*%.0"#()=*$,*8,%4B*ƐZŽĂĐŚĞǆƉůĂŝŶƐ͕͞C)*>?@R*$1(#*$/<.*,0*()$(;(2&$(,)*()*&''*
<%,:&:('($/* 8,"'2* 1&9.* :..)* .00.-$(9.B* E"$* $1.* %,#$.%* &)2* [,:* 2.'.=&$.#* 1&2* :%.&$1.2*
).8*'(0.*()$,*$1.*")(,)*:.-&"#.*0.&%*,0*9(-$(;(#&$(,)*),*',)=.%*.K(#$.2B*F1.*;()(,)#*,0*
$1.* #1(<<()=* -,;<&)(.#* &)2* $1.* EYD* 8.%.* -,)$.;<$","#'/* :%"#1.2* &#(2.͟B* F1.* ;.)*
#$&/.2*#,'(2B*
*
!

&!

F1.*:';$*',*8&#*0(%#$*,)*$1.*%,#$.%*).K$*2&/H*81.)*$1.*;.)*&%%(9.2*&$*$1.*<(-4X"<B*!#*
,$1.%* [,:#* ()* $1.* <,%$* 0()(#1.2H* .9.%/,).* 8&#* ,00.%.2* $1.* :';$*',* ")$('* &''* >AU* 1&2*
%.0"#.2*$,*8,%4*($B*F1.)*$1./*$%(.2*$1.*-&#"&'#*81,*&''*4),-4.2*:&-4*$1.*[,:*&#*8.''B*F1(#*
8&#*1,8*$1.*<,%$*8&#*#$,<<.2B*F1.*:,##.#*1&2*.00.-$(9.'/*(;<,#.2*&*',-4X,"$B*
*
*

+"6(:';$*',(

*

(
F5#E#.5.&(G#H5(!*'$1%(
(
F1.*2&/*&0$.%*$1.*81&%0(.#*8&'4.2*,00H*$1.*-%.8*8.)$*,)*#$%(4.*&)2*=,$*()*$,"-1*8($1*$1.*
^ĞĂŵĞŶ͛ƐhŶŝŽŶŽĨƵƐƚƌĂůŝĂ*J.).%&'*+.-%.$&%/H*W(''(&;*5&'./B*F1./*-&;.*0%,;*^.;.)H*
C)2(&H* 3/&);&%H* E%($&()* &)2* ,).* 0%,;* !"#$%&'(&H* &)2* 1&2* #..)* ;&)/* #(=)#* ,0*
&<<%,&-1()=*8&%B**͞tĞ*ŚĂǀĞƐĞĞŶ͟*&#*$1.(%*#<,4.#ŵĂŶƉƵƚŝƚ͕͞81&$*7&#-(#;*8&#*2,()=*
$ŽƚŚĞƐŚŝƉƐĂŶĚƉĞŽƉůĞŽĨ^ƉĂŝŶ͟ŝ)*<,%$#*")2.%*6&V(*&)2*C$&'(&)* :,;:&%2;.)$B*5&'./*
$,'2* $1.* ĐƌĞǁ ƚŚĂƚ ͞),* '&8* ()* $1.* 8,%'2* -,"'2* -,;<.'* $1.;* $,* -&%%/* $1.* <(=X(%,)* $,*
:ĂƉĂŶ͘͟dŚĞ^ĞĂŵĞŶ͛ƐhŶŝŽŶ͞ǁŽƵůĚŐŝǀĞƚŚĞŵĞǀĞƌǇƉƌŽ$.-$(,)*$1./*2.#(%.2͟B**
*
F1.*ĂůĨƌĂŵ͛Ɛ*,00(-.%#*%.$&'(&$.2H*8($11,'2()=*$1.(%*<&/*,0*#.9.)*;,)$1#*&)2*-&)-.''()=*
&''*#1,%.*'.&9.H*$"%)()=*$1.*#1(<H*8($1*&*-'.&%*9(.8*,0*$1.*$,8)͛Ɛ*'(=1$#*&)2*<":#H*()$,*&*
0',&$()=* <%(#,)B* ͞tĞ ĂƌĞ ĐŽŶǀŝĐƚƐ͕͟ ƚŚĞǇ ƐĂŝĚ͘ * !0$.%* .'.9.)* 2&/#H* &)2* ,)'/* &0$.%* &*
0.%,-(,"#*7,%-.*>U*#$,%;*1&2*).&%'/*:',8)*$1.*#1(<*,)$,*$1.*:%.&48&$.%H*8.%.*$1.*-%.8*
%.'.&#.2B**dŚĞŽƌƌŝŵĂůtŽŵĞŶ͛ƐZĞůŝĞĨŽŵŵŝƚƚĞĞŐĂǀĞƚŚĞŵƚŚ.*:.#$*;.&'*$1./*1&2*
.&$.)* ()* 8..4#* &$* 81(-1* !1;.2* !1;..%* 2.-'&%.2* ƚŚĞǇ ͞8,"'2* ).9.%* $&4.* <(=X(%,)* $,*
:ĂƉĂŶ͘͟*
*

!

'!

!),$1.%* ,0* $1.* -%.8* %.-.(9.2* &* %,"#()=* %.-.<$(,)* 0%,;* $1.* >HUUU* &$$.)2()=* &* <":'(-*
<%,$.#$* ;..$()=* ,%=&)(#.2* :/* $1.* 3&/,%* ,0* W,'',)=,)=H* !'2.%;&)* I&)=H* 81.)* 1.*
&##"%.2*$1.;*$1&$*1.*&)2*1(#*#1(<;&$.#*8.%.*>UU*<.%*-.)$*:.1()2*$1.*81&%0(.#B!ǲW.*=,$*
,)*8.''*8($1*$1.*:';$*',*-%.8͕͟#&(2*E.%$*+;($1B*͞W.*"#.2*$,*$&4.*:,$1*$1.*E%($(#1*&)2*
!%&:#*$,*-,)-.%$#H*2&)-.#*&)2*,$1.%*0")-$(,)#*81.)*$1./*8.%.*0%..*,0*$1.*#1(<B*!$*#,;.*
,0*$1.#.*0")-$(,)#*8.*8,"'2*<"$*,)*&*4.=*2,)&$.2*:/*&*<":'(-&)B*F1.*3"#'(;#*&;,)=*
ƚŚĞŵ ǁĞƌĞ Ă ůŽŶŐ ǁĂǇ ĨƌŽŵ DĞĐĐĂ ĂŶĚ ĚŝĚŶ͛ƚ ŵŝŶĚ Ă ĚƌŝŶŬ Žƌ ƚǁŽ ŝŶ ŝƌƌĞǀĞƌĞŶƚ
!"#$%&'(&͟B*
*
Z)*>*5.-.;:.%H*7.2.%&'*&)2*+$&$.*<,'(-.* :,&%2.2*$1.*:';$*',*&)2*<,")-.2*,)*&*9.%/*
#$&%$'.2*3,1&;;.2*J,"'&1H*$1.*'.&2.%*,0*$1.*#$,4.1,'2*-%.8*&)2*-,)#(2.%.2*$1.*;&()*
,:#$&-'.* $,* $1.* %.#$,%&$(,)* ,0* ,:.2(.)-.B* F1.* 0(%.;.)* 8.%.* ;&4()=* #"%.* $1&$* $1.*
:';$*',* =,$* ),* #$.&;*$,* ;,9.*$,* $1.* EYD* [.$$/*()*$1.* 1&%:,"%B* F1./*2%&==.2* J,"'&1H*
81,*8&#*),$*=,()=*b"(.$'/H*2,8)*$1.*=&)=8&/H*-1"-4.2*1(;*()$,*&*<,'(-.*-&%*&)2*%&-.2*
,00*$,*W,'',)=,)=*Y,#<($&'B*F1.%.*5%*J%..)*-.%$(0(.2*$1&$*1.*8&#*()#&).*&)2*")2.%*$1.*
()0'".)-.*,0*2%"=#B*J,"'&1*8&#*-&%$.2*,00*$,*&)*()#&).*&#/'";*).&%*$1.*<,'(-.*#$&$(,)*()*
5&%'()=1"%#$H* +/2)./B* Y.%.* 5%* N,1)* J.,%=.H* &* '.&2()=* <#/-1(&$%(#$H* 0,")2* 1(;* $,* :.*
͞ƋƵŝƚĞŶŽƌŵĂů͟ďƵƚ͞ĂďŝƚǁŽƌƌŝĞĚ͘͟KŶŚŝƐƌĞůĞĂƐĞ*&*8..4*'&$.%͕'ŽƵůĂŚƚŽůĚƚŚĞƉƌĞƐƐ͕͞/
ǁŝůůŶĞǀĞƌƐĂŝůĂƐŚŝƉƚŚĂƚĐĂƌƌŝĞƐƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂůǁĂƌŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůĨŽƌ:ĂƉĂŶ͘͟*
*

)ĞŵďĞƌƐŽĨƚŚĞtĂƚĞƌƐŝĚĞtŽƌŬĞƌƐ͛&ĞĚĞƌĂƚŝŽŶǁŝƚŚƉŝŐŝƌŽŶ͘(

(
!

(!

*

)$"4'$%"('45(61"(@1::#.(!*'(
(
D%(;.*3()(#$.%*I/,)#*1&2*%.#<,)2.2*(;;.2(&$.'/*$,*$1.*#$,<<&=.H*$.''()=*D&%'(&;.)$f*
*
F1.* %.0"#&'* ,0* $1.* 8&$.%#(2.* 8,%4.%#* &$* D,%$* G.;:'&* $,* ',&2* <(=X(%,)* 0,%*
N&<&)* (#* %.=&%2.2* 9.%/* #.%(,"#'/* :/* $1.* J,9.%);.)$B* F1.* J,9.%);.)$*
-&)),$* <.%;($* $1.* "#"%<&$(,)* ,0* ($#* 0")-$(,)#* :/* &)/* #.-$(,)* ,0* $1.*
-,;;")($/B*C$*&',).*1&#*$1.*0"''*%.#<,)#(:('($/*$,*2.$.%;().*81&$*&$$($"2.*($*
#1&''*&2,<$*8($1*%.=&%2*$,*$1.*+(),XN&<&).#.*2(#<"$.H*&)2*-&)),$*&'',8*$1(#*
%.#<,)#(:('($/*$,*:.*$&4.)*0%,;*($B*
*
F1.*J,9.%);.)$*&)),")-.2*")'.##*$1.*:&)#*8.%.*'(0$.2H*($*8,"'2*.)0,%-.*$1.*F%&)#<,%$*
tŽƌŬĞƌƐ Đƚ͘  hŶĚĞƌ ƚŚĞ ƉƌŽǀŝƐŝŽŶƐ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ΖŽŐ ŽůůĂƌ Đƚ͛ ĂƐ ŝƚ ǁĂƐ ŬŶŽǁŶ͕ :.0,%.*
#$&%$()=*8,%4*()*&*#<.-(0(.2*<,%$H*&*8,%4.%*1&2*$,*,:$&()*&*'(-.)-.*0%,;*$1.*J,9.%);.)$B*
C$*#$(<"'&$.2*$1&$*&''*'&80"'*,%2.%#*;"#$*:.*,:./.2B*C0*&*81&%0(.*$1.)*$,,4*&-$(,)*$1&$*$1.*
ŐŽǀĞƌŶŵĞŶƚ ĚŝĚŶ͛ƚ ůŝŬĞ͕ƐƵĐŚ ĂƐ ŝŵƉŽƐŝŶŐďĂŶƐ Žƌ ŐŽŝŶŐ ŽŶ ƐƚƌŝŬĞ͕ ƚŚĞ ůŝĐĞŶĐĞ ĐŽƵůĚ ďĞ
$&4.)* &8&/B* W($1,"$* $1.* '(-.)-.H* $1.%.* 8&#* ),* .;<',/;.)$B* F1.* '(-.)-.* -,#$* ,).*
#1(''()=H*$1.*#&;.*&#*&*2,=*'(-.)-.B*
*
Z)*$1.*#&;.*2&/H*\,:.%$*3.)V(.#H*$1.*3()(#$.%*0,%*C)2"#$%/*&)2*!$$,%)./XJ.).%&'*$,'2*
D&%'(&;.)$*1.*1&2*-,)$&-$.2*$1.*WW7*)&$(,)&'*'.&2.%#1(<*$,*8&%)*$1.;*$,*'(0$*$1.*:&)*
()* D,%$* G.;:'&* ,%* #"00.%* $1.* -,)#.b".)-.#B* F1.#.* 8.%.* 2(%.B* !--,%2()=* $,* F.2* \,&-1H*
ƚŚĞ Đƚ ŚĂĚ ďĞĞŶ ƵƐĞĚ ƚŽ ďƌĞĂŬ ƚŚĞ ǁĂƚĞƌƐŝĚĞ ƐƚƌŝŬĞ ŝŶ ϭϵϮϴ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ϭϵϯϱ ƐĞĂŵĞŶ͛Ɛ
#$%(4.H*'.&9()=*)().* ďŽƐƐĞƐ͛*")(,)*:%&)-1.#*,)*$1.*8&$.%0%,)$H*&)2*0(''()=*1&'0*$1.*#1(<#*
,)*$1.*ŶĂƚŝŽŶ͛ƐĐŽĂƐƚǁŝƚŚƐĐĂďƐ;͚ĨƌĞĞůĂďŽƵƌ͛Ϳ͘*
*
3.)V(.#͛*0&$1.%*8&#*.;<',/.2*:/*$1.*EYDH*8,%4()=*0,%* ($#*J.).%&'*3&)&=.%* O##()=$,)*
I.8(#*&#*&Ŷ͚ĂĚǀŝƐĞƌ͛&)2*7.2.%&'*&)2*+$&$.*',::/(#$B*I.8(#*8&#*-,)9()-.2*$1&$*8&%*8&#*
-,;()=*&)2*1.*$1,"=1$*$1&$*!"#$%&'(&*#1,"'2*"#.*$1.*<%,0($#*0%,;*&%;#*#&'.#*$,*N&<&)*$,*
%.&%;* !"#$%&'(&B* E/* >?@A* EYD* 8&#* <%,2"-()=* #1.''#H* =")#* &)2* ,$1.%* ;")($(,)#* &)2*
%&<(2'/*.K<&)2()=*($#*0&-$,%(.#*&%,")2*$1.*-,")$%/B*
*
+(K* ;,)$1#* .&%'(.%H* &* ;&##* ;..$()=* ,0* $1.* +/2)./* E%&)-1* 1&2* <&##.2* &* ")&)(;,"#*
%.#,'"$(,)*-,)2.;)()=*$1.*J,9.%);.)$*:"$*1&2H*")2.%*$1.*.),%;,"#*<%.##"%.*<'&-.2*
,)* $1.;* ďǇ ƚŚĞ dƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚ tŽƌŬĞƌƐ͛ ĐƚH* ',&2.2* 8&%* ;&$.%(&'#* 0,%* N&<&)B* * 6,$*
#"%<%(#()='/H*$1.*$1%.&$*,0*$1.*!-$*2(#-,"%&=.2*$1.*+/2)./*WW7*'.&2.%#1(<*0%,;*$&4()=*&*
;,%.*;('($&)$*<,#($(,)H*:.-&"#.H*&--,%2()=*$,*\,&-1H*͞ĞĂĐŚƚŝŵĞƚŚĞ7.2.%&$(,)*;&2.*&*
;,9.H*$1.*5,=*L,''&%*!-$*8,"'2*1")$*$1.;*:&-4*$,*8,%4H*2(%.-$.2*:/*dJ.).%&'*+.-%.$&%/e*
N(;*Y.&'/*&)2*$1.*7.2.%&'*L,;;($$..*,0*3&)&=.;.)$B͟*
*

O9.)*$1,"=1*1.*8&#*&*-,;;")(#$*'(4.*\,&-1H*Y.&'/*#&(2*$1&$*1.*͞ĐŽƵůĚŶŽƚƐĞĞĞǇĞƚŽ
ĞǇĞ ǁŝƚŚ ƚŚĞ ďƌĂŶĐŚ ĚĞĐŝƐŝŽŶ ƚŽ ƐƚƌŝŬĞ͘͟* Y.* 1&2* =%&9.* -,)-.%)#* &:,"$* $&4()=* ,)*
O##()=$,)*I.8(#*&)2*$1.*EYD*81,*8.%.*8,%4()=*1&)2X()X1&)2*8($1*$1.*=,9.%);.)$B*Y.*

!

)!

0.&%.2*$1&$*$1ĞďƌĂŶĐŚ͛ƐĂĐƚŝŽŶ*͞ǁŽƵůĚŐŝǀĞ>ǇŽŶƐĂŶĚĐŽŵƉĂŶǇĂŶŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚǇƚŽƌƵƐŚ
ŝŶǁŝƚŚƐŽŵĞŬŝŶĚŽĨŝŶƚŝŵŝĚĂƚŝŶŐĂĐƚŝŽŶ͘͟*
*
F.2* \,&-1͛Ɛ ǀŝĞǁ ǁĂƐ ƋƵŝƚĞ ĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚB* ĨƚĞƌƚŚĞĐƌĞǁ͛Ɛ ĂĐƚŝŽŶŚĂĚďĞĞŶ :&-4.2* :/*$1.*
^ĞĂŵĞŶ͛ƐhŶŝŽŶ͕ĂŶĚƚŚĞ*',-&'*;.$&'*8,%4.%#͛ƵŶŝŽŶ1&2*2.-'&%.2*$1.(%*#"<<,%$H*1.*$,'2*
$1.* :%&)-1H* ͞ŽǇƐ͕ ůĞƚ͛Ɛ ŶŽƚ ǁŽƌƌǇ͘ t.* 1&9.* $1.* $%&2.* ")(,)* <,#($(,)* '().2* "<* #,*
#$%,)='/H*8.*1&9.*$1(#*#($"&$(,)*8.''*()*1&)2*1.%.B**D.)&'*'.=(#'&$(,)*(#*,)'/*&#*2&)=.%,"#*
&#*ƚŚĞƌĞƐŝƐƚĂŶĐĞƚŽŝƚŝƐǁĞĂŬ͘͟*
*
\,&-1* <1,).2* $1.* LZ3* ()* 3.':,"%).* &)2* $,'2* $1.;* $1&$* $1.* E%&)-1* ;.;:.%#* 1&2*
%.&00(%;.2*$1.(%*&-$(,)B*!--,%2()=*$,*\,&-1H*
*
F1.* L,;;($$..* ,0* 3&)&=.;.)$* 8&)$.2* $,* ,%2.%* "#* :&-4* $,* 8,%4H* :"$H* ,0*
-,"%#.H*Y.&'/*4).8*1.*8&#*),$*2.&'()=*8($1*$1.*<.,<'.*1.*&'8&/#*2.&'$*8($1B*
Y.* #&(2* $,* $1.* L,;;($$..* ,0* 3&)&=.;.)$H* ͞/,"* 8&)$* $1.;* :&-4H* /,"* =,*
2,8)*$1.%.*&)2*,%2.%*$1.;*:&-4*/,"%#.'9.#͟B**
*
F1.*81,'.*LZ3*$%&9.''.2*$,*W,'',)=,)=*$,*<.%#"&2.*$1.*+,"$1*L,&#$*:%&)-1*$,*'(0$*$1.*
:&)#H*:"$*),$*,)'/*2(2*$1.*;.;:.%#*%.0"#.*$,*2,*#,H*$1./*#"--..2.2*()*-,)9()-()=*$1.*
LZ3*$,*<%,9(2.*$1.;*8($1*g>HUUU*0,%*$1.*0(=1$()=*0")2B*
*
W($1*$1.*:';$*',*-&%=,*$1.*0(%#$*,)*$1.*'(#$H*),$*,).*8,%4.%*&<<'(.2*0,%*$1.*5,=*L,''&%*
!-$*'(-.)-.*$,*8,%4*,)*$1.*81&%9.#B*\,&-1*&#4.2*&*#"<.%9(#,%H*E"))/*E,"%4.*81,*1&2*
$,'2*1(#*.;<',/.%#*1.*#"<<,%$.2*$1.*:&)H*$,*$&4.*,"$*&*'(-.)-.B*C$*8&#*:"%).2*:.0,%.*&*
-%,82* ,0* #"<<,%$.%#* ,"$#(2.*$1.* L"#$,;#* Y,"#.H* &)2* &* 2,=* -,''&%* 8&#* '.0$* #8()=()=* ()*
$1.* :%..V.B* F.)* 0,%.;.)H* 81,* ")2.%* <%.##"%.* $,,4* ,"$* '(-.)-.#H* &##"%.2* $1.* I&:,"%*
L,")-('* -ŽŵŵŝƚƚĞĞ ƚŚĂƚ ͞$1./* 8,"'2* ),$* #$.9.2,%.* 8($1* ,%* .2"-&$.* #-&:#͟B* F1.* $&''/*
-'.%4#*&'#,*%.0"#.2*$,*$&4.*,"$*'(-.)-.#B*Z)'/*&:,"$*#(K*#$&00*;.;:.%#*8.%.*<%.<&%.2*$,*
2,*$1.*8,%4*),%;&''/*2,).*:/*$1.*81&%0(.#B*
*

*
!

*+!

6.K$*3.)V(.#*#.)$*1(#*D&%'(&;.)$&%/*M)2.%X+.-%.$&%/H*I&8#,)H*$,*W,'',)=,)=*$,*:%,4.%*
&*2.&'B*F1.*WW7*8&#*),$*),$(0(.2*,0*$1.*9(#($B*!*;.;:.%*,0*$1.*:%&)-1*-,;;($$..*%&)=*
\,&-1* #&/()=* $1&$* $1.%.* 8&#* &* :',4.* 8&)2.%()=* &%,")2* D,%$* G.;:'&* -'&(;()=* $,*
%.<%.#.)$* 3.)V(.#B* I&8#,)* =,$* ,)* $1.* <1,).* &)2* ()#(#$.2* $1&$* 1.* ;..$* $1.* :%&)-1*
-,;;($$..*(;;.2(&$.'/*0,%*1.*1&2*$,*0'/*$,*3.':,"%).*$1&$*)(=1$B*\,&-1*-,;;.)$.2*,)*
1(#* '&-4* ,0* -,"%$.#/* &)2* $,'2* 1(;* 1.* -,"'2* ;..$* $1.* :%&)-1* -,;;($$..* ).K$* 2&/* ()*
W,'',)=,)=*81.%.*$1.*WW7*1&2*($#*,00(-.B*I&8#,)*8&#*"<#.$H*:"$*\,&-1*$,'2*1(;*$1&$*
.($1.%*1.*-,"'2*;..$*8($1*$1.;*$,;,%%,8*,%*=.$*,)*1(#*<'&).B*6.K$*2&/H*\,&-1*#).&4.2*
&*:'#;7(<6=3*%.<,%$.%*()$,*$1.*;..$()=H*81,*1.&%2*I&8#,)*#&/*͞ƚŚĞǁŽƌůĚƐƚĂŶĚƐĂŐŚĂƐƚ
&$* $1.* &$%,-($(.#* -,;;($$.2* :/* N&<&)* ()* L1()&* &)2* C* #/;<&$1(#.* 8($1* /ŽƵƌ ƐƚĂŶĚ͘͟* F1.*
:'#;7(<6=3*-&;.*,"$*).K$*2&/*8($1*$1.*1.&2'().*͞>ĂǁƐŽŶtŽŽƐ*ƚŚĞtŚĂƌĨŝĞƐ͘͟,ĞůŽƐƚ
1(#*[,:*&#*D&%'(&;.)$&%/*M)2.%X+.-%.$&%/*#1,%$'/*&0$.%B*
*
F1.*7.2.%&'*J,9.%);.)$* &=&()*ƚŚƌĞĂƚĞŶĞĚƚŽƵƐĞƚŚĞdƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚtŽƌŬĞƌƐ͛ĐƚƚŽďƌĞĂŬ
$1.*:&)*81(-1*3.)V(.#*-&''.2*͞&*<%,9,-&$(ǀĞĂĐƚĂŐĂŝŶƐƚĂĨƌŝĞŶĚůǇƉŽǁĞƌ͘͟,Ğ*8(%.2*$1.*
7.2.%&$(,)*,)*Q?*6,9.;:.%*&29(#()=*$1.;*$1&$*$1.*!-$*8,"'2*:.*&<<'(.2*$,*D,%$*G.;:'&*
0%,;*T*5.-.;:.%*(0*$1.*<(=X(%,)*8&#*),$*',&2.2B*6.K$*2&/*&$*&*;..$()=*,0*&''*")(,)(#$#*
&)2*-&#"&'#H*DĞŶǌŝĞƐ͛ƵůƚŝŵĂƚƵŵǁĂƐƌĞũĞĐƚĞĚŽƵƚŽĨŚĂŶĚ͘*\,&-1*#&(2H*͞dŚŝƐ<(=X(%,)*8(''*
:.*"#.2*$,*#'&"=1$.%*,"%*,8)*8,;.)*&)2*-1('2%.)*&)2*%&V.*,"%*,8)*-($(.#*$,*$1.*=%,")2*
()*!"#$%&'(&H*()*$1.*#&;.*8&/*&#*()*L1()&*$,2&/H*&)2*,)*$1.#.*=%,")2#*8.*1&9.*;&2.*,"%*
2.-(#(,)*),$*$,*',&2*$1.*:';$*',B*W.*%.-,=)(#.*$1.*-,)#.b".)-.#B*F1.*E%&)-1*;.;:.%#*
ŚĂǀĞĚĞĐŝĚĞĚĚĞĨŝŶŝƚĞůǇƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǇĂƌĞŶŽƚŐŽŝŶŐƚŽĂĐĐĞƉƚůŝĐĞŶĐĞƐ͘͟*
*
\,&-1* &)2* Y.&'./* 1.&2.2* 0,%* L&):.%%&* 81.%.* $1./* ;.$* 8($1* $1.* I.&2.%* ,0* $1.* !ID*
Z<<,#($(,)H*N,1)*L"%$()B**\,&-1*%.;.;:.%#*($*8.''H*
*
L"%$()*'&/*:&-4*,)*&*2(9&)*()*1(#*D&%'(&;.)$*Y,"#.*#"($.H*1(#*1&)2#*:.1()2*1(#*
1.&2B* Y.* ',,4.2* &$* $1.* -.('()=* &#* 8.* 2.'(9.%.2* $,* 1(;* ,"%* &<<.&'* 0,%* !ID*
#"<<,%$B* F1.)* 1.* %.;,)#$%&$.2* 8($1* "#* &#* (0* 8.* 8.%.* )&"=1$/* :,/#B* ͞^,"*
;"#$* -&%%/* ,"$* J,9.%);.)$* <,'(-/B* C0* I&:,%* 8&#* ()* <,8.%* ()* L&):.%%&* /,"*
8,"'2* 1&9.* $,* -&%%/* ,"$* ,"%* <,'(-/* &)2* ',&2* $1.* <(=X(%,)B* !* I&:,%*
J,9.%);.)$*8,"'2*()#(#$*,)*/,"*-&%%/()=*,"$*,"%*<,'(-/*,)*$%&2.*8($1*N&<&)B*
F1.* D,%$* G.;:'&* 8&$.%#(2.* 8,%4.%#* 1&9.* ),* %(=1$* $,* 2.0/*$1.*<,'(-/*,0*$1.*
.'.-$.2*J,9.%);.)$B*
*
Y.*8&#*");,9.2*$1&$*&--,%2()=*$,*$1.*I.&=".*,0*6&$(,)#H*>*;(''(,)*L1().#.*8.%.*),8*
2.&2B*
*
F1.*D,%$*G.;:'&*8&#*<'&-.2*")2.%*$1.*dƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚtŽƌŬĞƌƐ͛*!-$*,)*?*5.-.;:.%B*3.)V(.#*
;.$*%.<%.#.)$&$(9.#*,0*$1.*!LFM*&)2*LZ3*,)*>Q*5.-.;:.%*()*3.':,"%).B*Y.*()$(;&$.2*
$1&$*(0*$1.*E%&)-1*8,"'2* '(0$*$1.*:&)H*1.*8,"'2*'(0$*$1.* '(-.)-.#B*!*[,()$*;..$()=*,0*$1.*
LZ3* &)2* $1.* +,"$1* L,&#$* :%&)-1* ,)* >T* 5.-.;:.%* %.[.-$.2* $1.* <%,<,#&'B* W1.)* $1.*
',-&'#*%.<,%$.2*,)*$1.*.K$.)$*,0*-,;;")($/*&)2*")(,)*#"<<,%$*$1./*8.%.*%.-.(9()=H*$1.*
LZ3*2.-(2.2*$,*'.9/*&''*WW7*;.;:.%#*,).*#1(''()=H*$1.*-,#$*,0*$1.*2,=*-,''&%H*.&-1*<&/*
!

**!

$,* #"<<,%$* $1.* 2(#<"$.B* F1./* ƚĞůĞŐƌĂƉŚĞĚ DĞŶǌŝĞƐ͕ ͞tĞ ĂƌĞ ƚŚĞ ƚƌƵĞ ƉĂƚƌŝŽƚƐ ĂŶĚ
ĚĞĨĞŶĚĞƌƐŽĨƵƐƚƌĂůŝĂ͘͟*
*
F1.* 0,'',8()=* 2&/H* >R* 5.-.;:.%H* $1.* EYD* &)),")-.2* $1&$* $1./* 8.%.* (;;.2(&$.'/*
#&-4()=* @HPUU* #$..'* 8,%4.%#* &)2* &),$1.%* PUU* #$%&(=1$* &0$.%* L1%(#$;&#* &* 8..4* '&$.%B*
D%,2"-$(,)H* $1.* -,;<&)/* #&(2H* 1&2* :..)* :%,"=1$* $,* &* #$&)2#$(''* :/* $1.* 2(#<"$.H* &)2*
2(#;(##&'#* 8.%.* ().9($&:'.B* F,* D&$*3-Y.)%/H* $1.* -,;;")(#$* '.&2.%* ,0*$1.* D,%$* G.;:'&*
E%&)-1*,0*$1.*7.2.%&$.2*C%,)8,%4.%#H*&)2*$,*$1.*;&[,%($/*,0*D,%$*G.;:'&* #$..'8,%4.%#*
1.* %.<%.#.)$.2H* $1.#.* 2(#;(##&'#* 8.%.* ĨƵƌƚŚĞƌ ĞǀŝĚĞŶĐĞ ŽĨ ƚŚĞ ƉŽǁĞƌ ŽĨ Ă ͞9&#$*
;,),<,'/*,8)ĞĚďǇĂƐŵĂůůŐĂŶŐŽĨƉĂƌĂƐŝƚĞƐ͟B**
*
*
28$:,$%"(@1++8%$'D(F8771.'(
(
W1.)H* (;;.2(&$.'/* &0$.%* $1.* 8&'4X,"$H* \,&-1* .K<'&().2* $,* $1.* C''&8&%%&* F%&2.#* &)2*
I&:,"%*L,")-('H*$1&$*1(#*;.;:.%#*8.%.*%.0"#()=*$,*',&2*<(=XŝƌŽŶďĞĐĂƵƐĞ͞#"--.##*$,*$1.*
N&<&).#.* 7&#-(#$* ;('($&%(#$#* ()* L1()&* 8(''H* &--,%2()=* $,* $1.(%* ,8)* #$&$.;.)$#H* ()#<(%.*
$1.;*$,*0"%$1.%*&$$&-4#*,)*<.&-.0"'*<.,<ůĞǁŚŝĐŚǁŝůůŝŶĐůƵĚĞƵƐƚƌĂůŝĂ͕͟Ś.*(;;.2(&$.'/*
%.-.(9.2*($#*81,'.X1.&%$.2*#"<<,%$B*
*
F1(#*L,")-('*0"''/*.)2,%#.#*$1.*2.$.%;().2*#$&)2*()*$1.*-&"#.*,0*<.&-.*$&4.)*
:/* $1.* W&$.%#(2.* W,%4.%#͛* M)(,)H* :/* $1.(%* %.0"#&'* $,* ',&2* <(=X(%,)* ,)* $1.*
:';$*',*0,%*#1(<;.)$*$,*N&<&)*0,%*8&%*<"%<,#.#B*F1(#*L,")-('*2.-'&%.#*$1&$*
$1.* &$$.;<$* $,* .K<,%$* <(=X(%,)* $,* N&<&)H* ")2,":$.2'/* $,* :.* "#.2* 0,%* $1.*
ůĂƚƚĞƌ͛ƐǁĂƌŽĨĂŐŐƌĞƐƐŝŽŶĂŐĂŝŶƐƚŚŝŶĂH*-'.&%'/*.K<,#.#*$1.*<%,X0&#-(#$*<,'(-/*
,0*$1.*7.2.%&'*J,9.%);.)$B*
*
c.%/*#,,)H*#$,<<()=*&)/*&$$.;<$*$,*#1(0$*($*$,*&),$1.%*:.%$1*,%*$,*+/2)./*0,%*',&2()=H*$1.*
7.2.%&$.2* C%,)8,%4.%#* !##,-(&$(,)͕ ƚŚĞ ^ŚƵŶƚĞƌƐ͛ hŶŝŽŶ͕ ƚŚĞ &ĞĚĞƌĂƚĞĚ ŶŐŝŶĞ ƌŝǀĞƌƐ
ĂŶĚ &ŝƌĞŵĞŶ͛Ɛ ƐƐŽĐŝĂƚŝŽŶ͕ ƚŚĞ ƵƐƚƌĂůŝĂŶ tŽƌŬĞƌƐ͛ hŶŝŽŶ ĂŶĚ ƚŚĞ ZĂŝůǁĂǇƐ hŶŝŽŶ Ăůů
<'.2=.2*),$*$,*1&)2'.*<(=X(%,)B*D.&-.*=%,"<#H*8ŽŵĞŶ͛ƐŽƌŐĂŶŝƐĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕;&)/*-'.%=/*&)2*
$1.* C''&8&%%&* 5(#$%(-$* !##.;:'/* ,0* $1.* !ID* 8.%.* :&-4()=* $1.;* "<H* :%,&2-&#$()=* $1.(%*
#"<<,%$* ,)* $1.* ',-&'* %&2(,* #$&$(,)B* Z)* 6,9.;:.%* @UH* $1.* I&:,"%* L,")-('* $1%.&$.).2* &*
#$,<<&=.*$1%,"=1,"$*C''&8&%%&B*
*
5&/* $,* 2&/* ,%=&)(#&$(,)* ,0* $1.* 2(#<"$.* 8&#* $&4.)* "<* :/* $1.* I&:,"%* LŽƵŶĐŝů͛Ɛ ĚŝƐƉƵƚĞƐ
-,;;($$..* 81(-1* (;;.2(&$.'/* #.$* &:,"$* %.()0,%-()=* $1.* QaX1,"%* RX2&/* <(-4.$* ,)* $1.*
:';$*',*$,*.)#"%.*$1&$*),*,).*=,$*,)*$1.*#1(<*,%*).&%*($#*:.%$1B*F1.*2(#<"$.#*-,;;($$..*
b"(-4'/* ,<.).2* ).=,$(&$(,)#* 8($1* $1.* #$.9.2,%()=* -,;<&)(.#* $,* %.#$&%$* 8,%4* ,)* $1.*
$1%..*#1(<#*$1&$*8.%.*),8*'/()=*(2'.*:.-&"#.*,0*$1.*',-4X,"$B*
*
W($1()* &* 8..4* ,0* $1.* (;<,#($(,)* ,0* '(-.)#()=H* $1.* I&:,"%* L,")-('* -,;;($$..* 1&2* %.X
.#$&:'(#1.2*$1.*&%.&*-,;;($$..#*.#$&:'(#1.2*$,*0(=1$*").;<',/;.)$*()*$1.*.&%'/*>?@U#H*
&)2*2.9.',<.2*2"%()=*$1.*;().%#͛ƐŝǆX8..4*)&$(,)&'*#$%(4.*0,%*#1,%$.%*1,"%#*()*>?@RB*+.$*
!

*"!

"<* ()* ;&)/* 9(''&=.#* &)2* $,8)#* &',)=* $1.* +,"$1* L,&#$H* $1.#.* :%,"=1$* <.,<'.* 0%,;*
2(00.%.)$* ")(,)#* &)2* ),)X")(,)(#$#* $,=.$1.%* $,* -,''.-$* &)2* 2(#$%(:"$.* 0")2#* &)2* 0,,2H*
&)2*,%=&)(#.*#"<<,%$*&)2*<":'(-($/B*
*
F1&)4#*$,*\,/*E"%)#H*N&-4(.*!)2.%#.)H*+$&)*+<..-1'./*&)2*,$1.%*!:,%(=()&'*;.)*8,%4()=*
,)*$1.*8&$.%0%,)$H*#"<<,%$*0%,;*$1.*D,%$*G.;:'&*!:,%(=()&'*-,;;")($/*8&#*%,-4*#,'(2B*
O'#(.*+<&%4#*8&'4.2*()$,*$1.*WW7*,00(-.*$,*9,'")$..%*&)2*8&#*#,,)*1&%2*&$*8,%4*#,%$()=*
,"$*&)2*%.<'/()=*$,*$1.*2.'"=.*,0*-,%%.#<,)2.)-.*0%,;*&''*,9.%*!"#$%&'(&*&)2*8,%'2B*
*
J&%&=.#* 2,)&$.2* <.$%,'* 0,%* $%"-4#* &)2* -&%#*
,%=&)(#()=* %.'(.0B* F1./* $%&9.''.2* $,* J,#0,%2* 0,%*
-1.&<* ,%&)=.#H* $,* \,:.%$#,)* 0,%* <,$&$,.#H* 3,##*
c&'.* 0,%* ;.&$* &)2* 9.=.$&:'.#B* Y&'0* &* 2,V.)* %.'(.0*
8,%4.%#* 8.)$* %,")2* $1.* +,"$1* L,&#$* #$,%.#* &)2*
:&4.%(.#* .&-1* 2&/H* -,)$&-$()=* 1")2%.2#* ,0* #;&''*
:"#().##.#B* J%..4* 0(#1X#1,<* <%,<%(.$,%#* 8.%.*
&;,)=* $1.* ;,#$* =.).%,"#B* Z).* =&9.* gQUH* &:,"$*
ŽŶĞŵŽŶƚŚ͛ƐƉĂǇB**
*
Y,$.'#H* 8().* :&%#H* ).8#&=.)$#H* :"$-1.%#H* $&(',%#H*
1&(%2%.##.%#H*.'.-$%(-(&)#H*:&4.%#H*-1.;(#$#H*1,$.'#H*
ŵŝůŬ ďĂƌƐ͕ ƐŚŽƉƐ ĚĞĂůŝŶŐ ŝŶ ďĂďŝĞƐ͛ ǁĞĂƌ͕ ĐůŽƚŚŝŶŐ͕
#1,.#H* -&4.#* &)2* 0%"($* &''* -1(<<.2* ()B* I,-&'*
:"#().##.#* #<,)#,%.2* )(=1$'/* :%,&2-&#$#* ,9.%*
%&2(,* #$&$(,)* QWI* $,* #"<<,%$* $1.* 8&$.%#(2.*
8,%4.%#B* !--,%2()=* $,* E.%$* +;($1H* ,)'/* $8,*
:"#().##* <.,<'.* %.0"#.2* 2,)&$(,)#* ()* $1.* .)$(%.*
W,'',)=,)=* &)2* D,%$* <ĞŵďůĂ ĂƌĞĂ͘ ͞!* :&4.%*
)&;.2* O%)(.* F&/',%* ,%2.%.2* $1.* ")(,)(#$#* ,00* 1(#*
<%.;(#.#*&)2*$1%.&$.).2*$,*-&''*$1.*<,'(-.B*Y.*#&(2*
81&%0(.#*8.%.*:'"2=.%#B*Y(#*%.0"#&'*,0*#"<<,%$*-,#$*
1(;*&*b"&%$.%*,0*1(#*-"#$,;.%#͟B*
*
+&;* 5,;,)./* %.;.;:.%#* $1&$* ͞ƚ1.* %.#<,)#.*
.9.%/81.%.* 8&#* =,,2B*W.* 1&2* 2&)-.* )(=1$#H* 8($1*
,%-1.#$%&#* =(9()=* $1.(%* #.%9(-.#* 0%..* ,0* -1&%=.B*
+$%(4.%#*&)2*$1,#.*',-4.2X,"$*8.%.*&2;($$.2*0%..*X*
$1./* 1&2* '($$'.* ;,)./B* D(-$"%.* $1.&$%.* <%,<%(.$,%#*
ĂĚŵŝƚƚĞĚǁŚĂƌĨŝĞƐ͛ŬŝĚƐĨƌĞĞŽŶŽŶĞŶŝŐŚƚĂǁĞĞŬ͟B*
*
D&%$(.#* ,0* "<* $,* $1(%$/* 8.)$* %&::($()=* &)2* 0(#1()=B*
\.'(.0* 8,%4.%#* ,0$.)* 8.)$* ()$,* <":#H* &)2* &#4.2*
<":'(-&)#* -,"'2* $1./* #&/* &* 0.8* 8,%2#* $,* $1.* 2%()4.%#B* 3&)/* 2,)&$.2* =.).%,"#'/B*
L,''.-$(,)* :,K.#* 8.%.* %&$$'.2* &$* 5&<$,H* G.;:'&* J%&)=.* &)2* E"''(* %&-.* $%&-4#H* &)2* &$*
!

*#!

,$1.%* #<,%$()=* .9.)$#B* +<.&4.%#* 8.)$* 0&%* &)2* 8(2.* $,* %&(#.* ;,)./H* $,* $1.* \(9.%()&H* $,*
6.8-&#$'.*&)2*$1.*),%$1.%)*-,&'0(.'2#H*&)2*,9.%*$1.*E'".*3,")$&()#*$,*$1.*8.#$B**
*
E.$$/*\,8'&)2H*&*8.''X4),8)*!"#$%&'(&)*<'&/8%(=1$H*%&<(2'/*ƉƌŽĚƵĐĞĚĂƉůĂǇĐĂůůĞĚ͚tĂƌ
ŽŶ ƚŚĞ tĂƚĞƌĨƌŽŶƚ͛͘ !* #b"&2* ,0*<,'(-.* &%%(9.2*&)2* #1"$*2,8)* ($#* <%.;(.%* <.%0,%;&)-.*
:.0,%.*&)*&"2(.)-.*,0*QHUUU*()*$1.*+/2)./*5,;&()B*W1.)*$1.*&-$,%#*0%,;*6.8*F1.&$%.*
$%(.2*&=&()*:.0,%.*&)*.9.)*:(==.%*-%,82H*0(9.*8.%.*&%%.#$.2H*-1&%=.2*8($1*:%.&-1()=*$1.*
L.)#,%#1(<*!-$*&)2*0().2B*C)*W,'',)=,)=H*&*2%&;&*=%,"<*0,%;.2*,0*#"<<,%$.%#*,<.).2*
$1.* <'&/* ()* +$"&%$* D&%4* &)2* $1.)* $,,4* ($* $,* 0&-$,%/* =&$.#H* <($* $,<#H* #1,<<()=* -.)$%.#H*
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